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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit. An administrator logs into the
FortiManager GUI and sees the panes shown in the exhibit.
Which two reasons can explain why the FortiAnalyzer feature
panes do not appear? (Choose two.)
A. The administrator IP address is not a part of the trusted
hosts configured on FortiManager interfaces.
B. FortiAnalyzer features are not enabled on FortiManager.
C. The administrator logged in using the unsecure protocol
HTTP, so the view is restricted.
D. The administrator profile does not have full access
privileges like the Super_User profile.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are tasked with building an online analytical processing
(OLAP) marketing analytics and reporting tool. This requires a
relational database that can operate on hundreds of terabytes
of data. What is the Google- recommended tool for such
applications?
A. BigQuery, because it is designed for large-scale processing

of tabular data
B. Cloud Spanner, because it is globally distributed
C. Cloud SQL, because it is a fully managed relational database
D. Cloud Firestore, because it offers real-time synchronization
across devices
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
CORRECT TEXT
What are key design considerations when implementing a process
to build a strong pipeline?
Answer:
Explanation:
1. Ensure the data in the lead can be trusted (validation on
import, lead de-deup, etc)
2. Faster response (lead scoring, routing)
3.Salesand Marketing alignment (qualification process,
attribute tracking, workflow)
4. Greater visibility (alerts on conversion, management
ofneglected leads, reporting)

NEW QUESTION: 4
Given:
What is the output?
A. APPLE:apple ORANGE:orange BANANA:banana
B. apple:APPLE orange:ORANGE banana:BANANA
C. :APPLE:ORANGE:BANANA
appleorangebanana
D. :APPLE:ORANGE:BANANA
E. appleorangebanana
:APPLE:ORANGE:BANANA
Answer: B
Explanation:
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